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""Strassen-Barbier  (Madras)."  [Legende bei  Bild].  -  "  A  street  Barber,  Madras."  [Legende
im Bild]. "

Title: ""Strassen-Barbier  (Madras)."  [Legende  bei  Bild].  -  "  A  street  Barber,
Madras." [Legende im Bild]. "

Alternate title: "Street  barber  (Madras)."  [Caption  on  mount].  -  "A  street  barber,  Madras."
[Caption on image].

Ref. number: C-30.64.025

Creator: Higginbotham & Co., %Madras, %Bangalore %%India (publisher / distributor
), %%India

Date:

Subject: [Photographers / Photo Studios]: Higginbotham & Co., %Madras, %Bangalore
%%India (publisher / distributor ), %%India
[Institutions]:  Higginbotham  &  Co.,  %Madras,  %Bangalore  %%India
(publisher / distributor ), %%India
[Geography]: Asia {continent}: India {modern state}: Tamil Nadu {region}:
Madras {place}
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[Themes]: anthropology of the body: care of the body: barber m
[Themes]:  economy  and  daily  life:  craft  production:  craftsman:
craftsmanship scene
[Themes]: anthropology of the body: care of the body: hairdressing
[Themes]: special objects and materials: objects (remainder): knife
[Themes]: social structure and socialization: gender - age and kinship: man:
men's wear
[Themes]: anthropology of the body: headdress: turban
[Themes]: economy and daily life: craft production: utensil
[Archives  catalogue]:  Images:  C:  C-30:  Indian  life:  domestic  life  and
agriculture.  14  a.  Water  (especially  wells),   b.  Cooking  and  kitchens,   c.
Cooks,  d. Eating, drinking and family life,  e. Barbers and the removal of lice
,  f. Laundry-workers, known as dhobis,   g. Different classes.

Type: Still Image

Format: [Format]: 8.8cm x 12.8cm
[Condition]: medium
[Special format]: postcard
[Type of support]: paper, slot mounted
[Process]: print, collotype, colour (FD)

Relation: Group: C-30.64.025 Same images: QC-30.110.0011

Ordering: Please contact us by email info@bmarchives.org

Contact details: Basel Mission Archives/ mission 21, Missionstrasse 21, 4003 Basel, tel. (+41
61 260 2232), fax: (+41 61 260 2268), info@bmarchives.org

Rights: All the images (photographic and non- photographic) made available in this
collection  are  the  property  of  the  Basel  Mission  /  mission  21.  The  Basel
Mission  claims  copyright  on  the  images  in  their  possession  and  requires
those - both individuals and organisations - publishing any of the images, to
pay a users fee.


